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Historical Background
Events before the battle
Following the successful 'Operation Compass', which drove the Italians out of 
Cyrenaica, the Italian government asked for support from Germany. In response, 
the 'Deutsches AfrikaKorps' (later referred only DAK) began disembarking in 
Tripoli, Lybia on February 14, 1941. When the British reached El-Agheila, the 
DAK and fresh Italian troops started an armoured reconnaissance which soon 
became an offensive, which drove the British back to Egypt. However, Rommel, the 
'Desert Fox' bypassed a heavily defended port: Tobruk. Instead of sieging it, he 
drove to the Egyptian border, occupying key positions along 'The Wire', 
including Halfaya Pass. Later he tried to assault the city, but failed.
Now he just waited, and prepared a new assault on Tobruk, while his men held 
defensive positions on the border of Egypt.

Planning the Battle
The British knew the desperate situation of their men in Tobruk, so they've 
started to plan a third relief attempt.
The plan was to engage the Afrika Korps with the 7th Armoured Division while the 
South African Division covered their left flank. Meanwhile, on their right, XIII 
Corps, supported by 4th Armoured Brigade (detached from 7th Armoured Division), 
would make a clockwise flanking advance west of Sidi Omar and hold position 
threatening the rear of the line of Axis defensive strongpoints which ran east 
from Sidi Omar to the coast at Halfaya. Central to the plan was the destruction 



of the Axis armour by 7th Armoured Division to allow the relatively lightly 
armoured XIII Corps to advance north to Bardia on the coast whilst XXX Corps 
continued northwest to Tobruk and link with a planned breakout by 70th Division.

The Campaign
The 'Operation Crusader' Campaign consists of 6 scenarios.
Reserves and information about the scenarios can be found on the campaign page.

One of these scenarios is revised, it's already posted. For that scenario, all 
credit goes for Ambipurrr, except modifications made by myself. Thank you, 
Ambipurrr!

British Commonwealth Rules apply for all scenarios.

All British Armor units may move only 2 hexes and battle.

Italian Royal Army Rules apply for all scenarios with Italian units.

Desert Combat Rules apply for all scenarios.

This Campaign requires the base game, Terrain Pack and the Mediterranean 
Theater, and the Air Pack is optional (used only, if Air Rules are used).



Air rules: 

If you wish to, you may use Air rules for the 'Operation Crusader' campaign. If 
used, give one Air Sortie card to the Allied player, and shuffle the other 
in the deck, at each game start, if not stated otherwise in the scenario.

Optional Rule: "What if?" events 
  
This optional rule adds historical elements to the Campaign. If both players 
agree, roll 1 die before the campaign and read off the results as per the 
following list: 

Note: Some events, while rolled by one player, may favor his opponent! If both 
players roll the same event, its effect (in favor of one side) is only applied 
once, not twice.

Axis:
Infantry: Air superiority. The Axis Player receives a free Air Power/Air Sortie 
token, which he may use any time and is available for the whole campaign.

Tank: Supplies and Reinforcements. You may roll 3 dice during every Reserve 
Roll. 

Grenade: Confusion. Chaos ensues in the DAK Hauptquartier as the British break 
through. The Axis Player gets -1 Card for the first 2 scenarios.



Flag: Tobruk garrison breaks out of the encirclement! The Germans move units to 
counter them. The Axis Player loses 1 Reserve Token immediately.

Star: Preparedness. Axis Player may start every scenario.

Allies:
Infantry: Air superiority. The Allied Player receives a free Air Power/Air 
Sortie Token, which he may use any time and is available for the whole campaign.

Armor: New armor tactics. British armor units may now move 3 and battle.

Grenade: Bottle-up. British units are unable to break through. -1 Card for the 
first scenario.

Flag: Tobruk garrison breaks out of the encirclement! The Germans move units to 
counter them. The Axis Player loses 1 Reserve Token immediately.

Star: Peacekeeping. British units were moved to Iraq to stop it from rebelling 
again, like in April, 1941. Allied Player loses 1 Reserve token immediately.

Special Reserve Rolls:
Allies:
Infantry + Star = Elite   Unit  (Troops  2  -  Specialized   Units)  or  Combat 
Engineers Troops 4 - Combat Engineers).

Star + Star = Air Support. 



Take 1 Air Sortie / Air Power token, at no Reserve Token cost!

Also, the Allied Player has superiority in armor.
Only once during the Campaign, after the Allied Reserve Roll, the Allied player 
may decide to change one of the symbols to an armor.
Axis:
Infantry + Star = Elite   Unit (Troops   2  -   Specialized   Units) or   Unit 
with   SWA: (SWA 2 - Anti-tank Gun) or (SWA 3 – Mortar).

Star + Grenade = Artillery Unit or Flak 88 mm Guns. 
Apply following rules for Flak 88 mm Guns: Move 0-1 or battle at 2, 2, 2, 2. - 
Stars rolled score a hit on Armor. - Target must be in line of sight. - Ignore 
terrain battle protections.

Star + Flag = Wire. 
Place 2 wire obstacles adjacent to any of your units, at no Reserve Token cost. 

Star + Star = Air Support. 
Take 1 Air Sortie / Air Power token, at no Reserve Token cost!

Also, once during the Campaign, after the first scenario, the Axis Player may 
put a star (representing Rommel) next to a German Armor or Infantry unit. Heroic 
Leader Rules apply for this unit, and the Axis Player receives +1 Command Card, 
if the number of Command Cards is below 6. If Rommel is killed, the Germans lose
1 Command Card. See HQs & Supply Tents Rules.

  



Operation Crusader

Our chaps are held up in Tobruk. I'm pretty frustrated 
about the thought, that brave Commonwealth soldiers are 
fighting the enemy, with virtually no supplies.
Lads, everything is up to you now. I have a new plan: 
Operation Crusader. Jerry knows nothing about it, and we 
may relieve our chaps in Tobruk, while Jerry will taste 
our brand-new MK VI Crusader. Let us drive back the Kiwis 
and Fritzes where they came from!
 - Field Marshal Sir Claude John Eyre Auchinleck

  

Objectives   none         

  Points    -2    -1     0     1     1     2     2     3

 



  

 

Ariete
Resistance

Sidi Rezegh-
Totensonntag

Sidi Omar

Allied Player:
3 Reserves

Battle of
El Haseiat

Bir El Gobi-
Phase 2

Battle of
Bir Temrad



British Victories:
Ariete Resistance:
Well done, chaps! Only the airfield of Sidi Rezegh stands in our way!

Tobruk garrison harasses the German supply route. As a result, the Allied Player 
gets +1 Victory Event die.

Sidi Rezegh:
Tobruk has been relieved, and Jerry falls back! HQ sends reinforcements to 
continue the offensive!

The Allied Player takes 1 Reserve Token.

Battle of El Haseiat:
Now all Jerry Panzers have been knocked out! That's what I call Victory!
The King wants an audience...they're knighting you, old chap!

Sidi Omar:
Rommel's counterattack was repelled, and now we can move on with the operation
Tobruk was relieved, but Jerry has a new defensive line just outside of Gazala.. 

Bir Temrad:
Gazala was captured, along with Bir Temrad, and Jerry and Kiwi falls back in 
disorder! Well done!Also, you got promoted!

Bir El Gobi – Phase 2:
Jerry held his positions, and our chaps are still in the pocket! You will be 
courtmartialed for this!



Operation Crusader

We have successfully surrounded many Commonwealth troops in 
Tobruk. Preparations for a new assault against Tobruk are 
under way. The British know about their comrades' desperate 
situation in Tobruk: no doubt, they will try another foolish 
plan to relieve their troops. Hold your ground, make Tommy 
pay for their foolishness, and make the Fatherland proud!
The Tommies will soon taste the guns of Panzerarmee Afrika, 
and let's hope, that the Italians will also do something 
useful in this war!

 - General der Panzertruppe, Erwin Johannes Eugen Rommel

  Objectives   none    

    Points    -1     1     1      2



Ariete
Resistance

Sidi Rezegh-
Totensonntag

Sidi Omar

Axis Player:
2 Reserves

Battle of
El Haseiat

Bir El Gobi-
Phase 2

Battle of
Bir Temrad



German Victories:
Ariete Resistance:
Outstanding! The Italians held their positions, and now Tobruk is still 
encircled! Now you must counterattack with the 15th and 21st Panzerdivisions at 
Sidi Omar, to distract Tommy from the main goal of the operation.

Sidi Omar:
Well done! With an unsecure flank, Tommy will not push for Tobruk. For now...

Bir El Gobi – Phase 2:
New Tommy push!? Well, at least, you've stopped them. When we will reach 
Alexandria, I'll pay you a beer for this! Also, the Fuhrer awards you the 
Knight's Cross with Oak Leaves! Well done!

Bir Temrad:
Tommy was successful: Tobruk is relieved. But with this action you've prohibited 
Tommy to advance further! You are promoted!

Sidi Rezegh:
Now our Panzers are dominating the battlefield in the Airfield area! Well done!
I've got reports about a British breakthrough to Tobruk. Don't care, just hold 
them up at Bir Temrad!

Battle of El Haseiat:
Although the British lost many armored units, we got many casualties also: 
almost the whole Panzerarmee Afrika is wiped out. Don't worry, reinforcements 
are already on the way...but you'll be courtmartialed for your incompetent 
actions!


